
“Meeting a confused neighbor”

“The incident took place where I live, in an integration housing project. This is a ´special´ building 
where the aim is the integration of young people. About 80 status holder refugees and 80 Dutch 
students / career starters live together about for a year now. Everybody has his or her own small 
private apartment; one refugee next to a Dutch neighbor. There are also community spaces in the 
building like the washing place, community room, kitchen, etc.  One day I was picking up a package 
that was delivered at one of my neighbors. We don´t know each other, it is quite common that the 
postman delivers your package to a neighbor if you are not at home. I rang the bell and waited. I 
decided to ring again when I heard someone moving. Nobody opened the door so I knocked on it 
once. There was a voice mumbling something close to the door. I said, “I’m sorry, can I ask you 
something”. Finally he opened the door. It hit me right away. There was a penetrant smell of sweat 
and dirty laundry, and the lost look in his eyes was hard to ignore. He stared at me, waiting for me 
to ask my question. He didn’t seem to understand one word of it. He looked at the ground for most 
of our (one-sided) conversation; he seemed confused and waiting for me to leave. Somehow I 
couldn’t. I needed to observe him a little longer. I asked whether he liked living at our building and 
if he would be able to make it to an upcoming event- no answer. Meanwhile I was peeking behind 
him at his room. It was dirty and empty. There was one mattress in the corner with sheets that 
seemed to be used a minute ago. Nothing else. No closet, no TV, no cooking equipment, just nothing. 
A sinister feeling came over me. What if I knocked on ten more doors, would all those people answer 
like he just did? Would all of them seem so confused and intoxicated and mentally disconnected to 
the world? How many people in our building were sitting lonely and desperately in a corner at this 
moment? And what can we possibly do about it? 

If this story were about a ‘Dutch’ neighbor, I would’ve known what to do. I would force myself inside 
and talked to that person till I got answers I could work with. I would hug this person and let them 
know they’re not alone. But in this case I did not. I would not know if that is acceptable behavior in 
his eyes, if he would understand where I’m coming from and that I want him to let me in and help 
him in any way possible. I felt confused and disappointed about my own actions. Why didn’t I do 
anything?”



Amsterdam, May 2019

IDENTITIES OF THE NARRATOR AND THE PERSON(S) TRIGGERING THE SHOCK

is a single 32 years old algerian who's been in France from a year or two. This incident takes place at 
a party after a worshop in which the narrator is a trainer and the other person is a participant.

is a Syrian man in his twenties 
who seems to live alone. 

THE OTHER PERSON(S)

is a 28 years old Dutch woman. 
She’s bisexual, from the 
middle/high class and she has a 
partner. 

THE NARRATOR

Things that separate them are their gender, 
sexualities, legal status, social classes and 
familial situation. What brings them together 
are their ages and that they live in the same 
building.

SIMILARITIES / DIFFERENCES

CONTEXT

is a single 32 years old algerian 
who's been in France from a 

year or two. This incident takes 
place at a party after a 

worshop in which the narrator 
is a trainer and the other 
person is a participant.

There was no one else present.

OTHER PEOPLE PRESENT

The incident took place on the corridor at the door of the 
person who triggered the incident. They were standing 
in between; neither in the person´s room or on the 
corridor.

PHYSICAL CONTEXT

The narrator and the other person don´t know each 
other, they might have seen each other on the corridors 
or community places of the building. This is a common 
practice in Amsterdam that the postman leaves 
someone´s package at one of the neighbors if the 
person is not at home.

PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP, 
ANTECEDENTS

 

The fact that this building is a special integration 
housing project could have influenced the situation: - 
The narrator felt more responsible about others.

She is also one of the building managers / community 
builders – so when the incident was over she was busy 
with the question also from a professional point of 
view.

LARGER SOCIAL CONTEXT

IDENTITIES OF THE NARRATOR AND THE PERSON(S) TRIGGERING THE SHOCK

is a single 32 years old algerian who's been in France from a year or two. This incident takes place at 
a party after a worshop in which the narrator is a trainer and the other person is a participant.





FRAMES OF REFERENCES OF THE NARRATOR ´ALICE´

DISAPPOINTED

OVERWHELMED

FRUSTRATEDCONFUSED

Value of hygiene: For the narrator, hygiene is a 
basic condition for a good living. Hygiene is 
associated with a lack of bad smell (the presence of 
cleaning products, flowers, etc.). The presence of 
strong smell (of sweat, dirty laundry) suggests a lack 
of hygiene. Lack of hygiene is interpreted as a lack of 
self-respect: the person does not consider himself 
worthy of taking care of.

The neighbor opens the door but does not keep eye contact. The 
neighbor does not invite in the narrator. There is a smell. The room 

is not furnished or decorated.

Perspectives of a psychologist (need to intervene): The narrator is 
a professional psychologist trained to observe and identify (classify) 
people according to “need for help”. Her professional ´eyes´ are 
looking for clues and she also might be more focusing on internal 
explanations as opposed to situational (e.g. he had a really wild party 
the day before and he’s knocked out…) There is also a professional 
representation is present in her ´need to intervene´ that a certain 
‘intrusion’ is sometimes necessary to “bring help”.

Collective responsibility: The narrator 
believes we need to take care of each other 
(at the first place as a community builder in 
the integration housing project). She also 
has the value that we are responsible for 
each other in the society.

Conflicting roles: She might have had 
conflicting roles since she is present in the 
situation as a neighbor but the situation evokes 
her professional identity.

Value of being treated fair / the right for help: According to 
the narrator we do not need to be equal but we need to be fairly 
treated based on our own needs and own context.  She does 
not think that everybody should live according to the same 
values or standards of living circumstances.  From her 
professional point of view it is more than simply fair treatment 
but it is about the right to get help.

Non-verbal communication: The narrator is used 
to keep eye contact as a connection with someone. 
She thinks it is different in every culture, but she 
doesn´t know more in details about the possible 
cultural ‘´readings´ of eye-contact or the lack of it.  
According to the narrator in The Netherlands if you 
keep eye contact means that you are able and want 
to connect with someone. If you don´t keep eye 
contact can be a sign of rejection, passive behavior, 
shame or even a trauma, mental disorder.



The neighbor opens the door but does not keep eye 
contact. The neighbor does not invite in the narrator. 

There is a smell. The room is not furnished or 
decorated.

Non-verbal communication: For the person 
triggering the shock eye contact might have a 
different social meaning than for the narrator. 
Not keeping eye contact can be the sign of a 
bigger social distance; ´we are only neighbors, 
we don´t know each other´.

Privacy/ Proximity: Not inviting the narrator in the room can be 
the sign of many things. The person keeps his private space, his 
boundaries. Like with the avoidance of eye-contact can be the 
sign of bigger social distance or simply this is what is – he thinks - 
appropriate to the situation: ´ I am just delivering your parcel.´ 
that can be simply a private moment, so inappropriate for him to 
invite someone inside. We know too little of him. If he’s somewhat 
conservative Muslim it would be also inappropriate for him to 
invite a woman into his room.

FRAMES OF REFERENCES OF THE PERSON AT THE ORIGIN OF THE INCIDENT “SAAD”

Hygiene: The smell might not be in contradiction with the value of 
hygiene for the other person. He might have simply different 
standards regarding hygiene than the narrator. Or he might have less 
importance of hygiene as a value for a good living.

Decoration / living standards:  ´This is my room, here I 
live according to my standards.´ We can have different 
interpretations about the way how his room is furnished 
(or not furnished). He could come from really poor 
environment, where they cannot afford good furniture. 
He might come from a rural environment, from a place 
where they live without furniture, where they sleep on 
the floor, etc. He might take this place as a temporary 
stop on his journey and he doesn´t want to invest or pay 
attention to those details which are so disturbing for the 
narrator.

´I am in trouble´: We can go further in the hypothesis that he 
was really in trouble but still did not want to open up about it, 
for example: The right to keep problems to oneself. Or another 
hypothesis: When we have psychological problems we pray/go 
to a religious leader, instead of going to a psychologist or talk 
about our problems with neighbors. Or we don´t talk about 
problems with strangers/people from other culture/with 
women or we don´t talk about our problems at all.  
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